
We are now Refinitiv, formerly the 
Financial and Risk business of 
Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold 
course for the future – both ours and 
yours – and are introducing our new 
brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be 
gradual, you will see traces of our 
past through documentation, videos, 
and digital platforms. 

Thank you for joining us on our  
brand journey.



ICIS provides quality market intelligence and pricing information for global petrochemical and energy 
markets, including China, offering unbiased and independent price assessments and indices that are 
widely quoted as benchmarks in contracts.

Take advantage of ICIS data on EIKON to see where the markets may be heading and make better 
informed trading and planning decisions.

ICIS Data on Thomson Reuters
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Visit financial.tr.com/eikon

For more information, contact your representative or visit us online. 
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KEY BENEFITS:
• ICIS data is used in all areas of decision making, such as front-office trading, 

middle-office risk, and back-office settlements

• Use ICIS’s independent prices to strengthen positions in price negotiations, 
contracts and deals

• Understand price drivers and fluctuations, review trends and build forecasts 

• Mitigate risk using our objective analysis

• Benefit from a full historical pricing archive – invaluable when analysing price 
developments, forecasting and developing your own price formulas

KEY FEATURES:
• More than 30 years of industry insight and data

• Access to a suite of ICIS price assessments and indices, including Heren 
proprietary indices

• All major trading regions and domestic markets, including China

• Access to historical pricing data

• A proven robust methodology that meets market needs, with deals that have 
been verified by both buyer and seller providing the foundation of ICIS price 
assessments 

• ICIS prices reflect information gathered from a wide cross-section of the 
market, including purchasers, producers, traders and distributors 

• ICIS natural gas price assessments and Heren proprietary indices have been 
used as benchmark in the industry for decades 

ICIS produces pricing data for all major petrochemicals, energy and fertilizer 
markets including:

• Olefins

• Aromatics

• Plastics

• Solvents

• Intermediates

• Biofuels

• Feedstocks

• Crude Oil

• Jet Kerosene

• Natural Gas

• Power

• Carbon

• Liquefied Natural 
Gas

• Polymers

• Fertilizers

• Base Oils 

• Alcohols

• Oleochemicals

• Shipping

ICIS covers over 180 commodities. For a full list of markets visit www.icis.com

ABOUT ICIS:

ICIS is the world’s largest petrochemical market information 
provider and has established energy and fertilizer divisions.  
It brings liquidity and transparency to these sectors, giving you 
the information you need to follow, analyse and evaluate the 
global petrochemical, energy and fertilizer markets. Additional 
information is available at www.icis.com.

ABOUT DATASCOPE SELECT

Thomson Reuters DataScope Select is a strategic data delivery 
platform for non-streaming content globally. The platform 
is a full cross-asset offering with intelligently linked data for 
all Thomson Reuters DataScope content, including reference 
data, corporate actions, legal entity data, end-of-day/intraday 
pricing and Evaluated Pricing Services. It offers three flexible 
data delivery interfaces – browser based, FTP and a Web 
service API.

HOW TO ACCESS? 

The content will be supported in intraday, composite, end-of-
day, and Timeseries extractions, with the option to access and 
download the daily correction and weekend pricing files. ICIS 
market data is fee liable. Please contact your Thomson Reuters 
Account Manager for access and further information.

ABOUT THOMSON REUTERS EIKON

Thomson Reuters EikonTM delivers the complete package for 
successful commodity trading and market analysis, giving you 
everything you need in one place. Benefit from a combination 
that gives you unique insight in the metals, energy and 
agriculture markets – more relevant information in more 
usable forms, more quickly – delivered via the industry’s most 
intuitive and flexible user interface. 
 

HOW TO ACCESS?

To access ICIS data on your Thomson Reuters desktop,  
simply type 0#ICIS into a quote object or browser (F4) and 
press ENTER.

For more information on ICIS services available on your 
Thomson Reuters desktop, please contact your local  
Thomson Reuters Specialist.
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